
IN EVERY DETAIL
STRENGTH & SAFETY



There are no shortcuts or half measures here. For those who expect and require only 

the best, Horton redefines and reimagines safety, design and style with the ultimate 

customized ambulance. Our one-of-a-kind ambulances are built to exceed standard 

safety requirements with a higher level of structural strength for the protection and 

durability your department demands. Horton and its dedicated dealer network back 

this up with the kind of comprehensive warranties and service commitment that 

inspire confidence and make your decision easy. 

Choosing a Horton ambulance is choosing to invest in your crew, your department 

and your mission, and to do it better every day.

DRIVING HIGHER 
EXPECTATIONS
OF STRENGTH, SAFETY, STYLE AND SERVICE.
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HOPS™
Our exclusive Horton Occupant Protection System™ (HOPS™) protects 

with airbags in the module and progressive foam at head-strike points 

that absorb energy upon impact. Per4Max™ 4-point seat belts with four 

automatic retractors at both shoulders and hips, and an easy-release, one-

click buckle mean we’re where you need us, but never in your way.

The Horton Legendary Body™
We’ve engineered a heavy-duty ambulance body with robust 

reinforcements —like a minimum of 31 fully boxed gussets per unit in the 

corners, walls and ceilings—keeping components connected and occupants 

protected. We also use more stress-tolerant aluminum for improved crack 

resistance with heavier gauge, wider extrusions for additional strength. 

THE HORTON DIFFERENCE

Tested Beyond the Limits 

We rigorously test strength, safety and integrity, 

employing third-party testing to be sure it’s 

right. In fact, we exceed industry standards and 

requirements so that you can rest assured  

when you’re on a run.

Horton QuietGuard™  

Our exclusive sound-deadening material is layered 

not just between frames, but over and inside them 

as well. We also add extra insulation by backing 

and lining our cabinets with felt and spray foam—

creating a quieter environment for runs, so your 

crew can focus.

Vi-Tech™ Mounting System 

Exclusive Horton-engineered Vi-Tech body mounts 

employ neoprene inserts tested to 35Gs and connect  

our ambulance body outside the chassis frame  

rails for less vibration, better handling and  

more strength for smoother,  

quieter runs. 

HO2rton System™ 

Our oxygen system employs a brass manifold to connect 

individual lines in the system and a uniquely robust 

regulator to meet the rigorous Horton standard of 

reliability. We build in a manual override in case of power 

failure and test every system at least two times the 

required pressure duration before installation.  

54 STRENGTH & SAFETY
WITH SAFETY, THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS EXCESS. 
With Horton, there’s strength and safety in every detail. Your job is saving lives, 

and so is ours. When you’re racing to the scene, take confidence in our solid 

construction and safety features that far exceed essential. At Horton, we go 

beyond, employing application-specific and stress-tolerant materials, advanced 

engineering, more robust construction and the testing to prove it out.

Your job may be wildly unpredictable, but a Horton ambulance is the ultimate 

in reliable security. While you’re on the front lines, we’ve got your back.



DISTINCTION IN  
EVERY DETAIL

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WANT. 
We know we can deliver. Unique 

customization is standard operating 

procedure at Horton—we make it easy. 

We’re ready. Give us your challenge!

THE HORTON DIFFERENCE

INNOVATIVE DESIGN YOU DIDN’T KNOW YOU NEEDED—AND CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT.
Your crews aren’t the type to shy away from a challenge, and neither are we.  

While you’re doing, we’re always thinking. And when you’re talking, we’re listening. 

Energized by a challenge, our team is tasked with thinking beyond. Our passion for 

continual improvement and distinctive styling drives creativity and ingenuity inspired  

by feedback from the front lines. We bring cutting-edge advancement and design to  

your ambulance that furthers the safety and comfort of your people and those they serve. 

Distinctive Style 
Our experts are ready to walk you through a design 

experience that will align the looks with your 

individualized needs. From flooring to cabinets to 

upholstery, we help you realize your unique vision 

that reflects the quality and esprit de corps  

of your department.  

Advanced Customization 
Every ambulance design begins with a clean slate, 

and it’s developed with your firsthand experience 

and our deep expertise. You’re the expert on your 

department’s needs, and we’re the experts  

at getting it done. 

Design Lab 
We foster a culture of discovery, and our engineers 

and designers are in constant pursuit of the next 

breakthrough—it’s in our DNA. When you build an 

ambulance with Horton, you’re not just choosing 

the latest and greatest—you’re investing  

in your future. 

At Horton, we make unique 
customization easy. See all  
the custom options at  
hortonambulance.com.

THE HORTON DECOR BOOK FOR MORE OPTIONS, OPEN THE TIP-OUT

Moonstone Gunmetal Stainless 
Steel

Sapphire 
Blue

Sapphire 
Blue

Silver  
Stainless 

Black  
Onyx

Brick Blue  
Stainless 

CARBON FIBERFLOORING PLATEFLOORING FLECK
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DISTINCTION IN  
EVERY DETAIL

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WANT. 
We know we can deliver. Unique 

customization is standard operating 

procedure at Horton—that’s why we 

make it easy. We’re ready. Give us  

your challenge!

Custom Rub-Rail Lighting
Add a distinctive flair to your Horton ambulance. Programmable rub-rail lights  

can increase visibility and distinction. They can be manually operated through  

the i4G system or programmed to automatically operate in the overall scheme  

of the emergency lights. 

Horton 360™
The Horton 360 delivers 360° views for video-based safety on the road and at the 

scene, providing an aerial view of the ambulance’s surroundings, ensuring both 

crew and bystander safety. Horton 360 is accessible right from the driver’s seat 

through the i4G™ system, where crews can also customize inputs for additional 

ambulance video feeds.

Custom Graphics
An ambulance is a point of pride for emergency departments and crews. 

Horton provides nearly unlimited options for customizing the appearance  

of your ambulance, with graphics ranging from individual paint schemes  

to full wraps and everything in between. 

Cool-Tech®

Featuring the largest condenser in the industry, the powerful Cool-Tech system is available in three 

models. Cool-Tech intuitively monitors pressure inside the system and turns on only the number of 

fans needed to efficiently cool, alternating fans each time so they are used as evenly as possible. With 

a recessed pocket on top of the module, crews can enjoy additional body space for lighting, reduced 

noise and better protection from debris.

Directional Safety Lighting
The unique Horton Directional Safety Lighting features a row of signal lights at the top of the 

ambulance that can be set to flash or illuminate from the center out, left to right or right to left. 

Operated from Horton’s i4G™ system with one-touch activation and auto turn-off when the  

vehicle is taken out of park, Directional Safety Lighting eliminates a step when arriving  

or leaving a scene. 

Custom Backlit Panels
Every Horton ambulance is ready to showcase your department with Custom Backlit Panels  

on the rear riser and side entry door step well that can illuminate a department name,  

crest or other messaging.

i4G™
The exclusive i4G system is central command on every Horton ambulance, connecting to  

critical systems such as lighting, HVAC, the HO2rton System™ and Horton 360™, as well as  

vehicle diagnostics for components like Cool-Tech and the chassis. The highly customizable system 

delivers flexibility and control features, with a programmable LCD touchscreen, to help  

save space on the front console and in the inhalation panel.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN YOU DIDN’T KNOW YOU NEEDED—AND CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT.
Your crews aren’t the type to shy away from a challenge, and neither is Horton.  

While you’re doing, we’re always thinking. And when you’re talking, we’re listening. 

Energized by a challenge, our team is tasked with thinking beyond. Our passion for 

continual improvement and distinctive styling drives creativity and ingenuity inspired  

by feedback from the front lines. We bring cutting-edge advancement and design to  

your ambulance that furthers the safety and comfort of your people and those they serve. 
THE HORTON DECOR BOOK

Medium Duty Type I Type III

COMPOSITE CABINETS COUNTERS LAMINATE UPHOLSTERY

White Midnight 
Pearl

Battleship 
Gray

Allspice 
Quartz

Sandstone Gray 
Granite

Brushed  
Aluminum

Prodigy 
Nu-Red

Allante 
Nu-Royal

GraystoneBrushed  
Copper

Aluminum 
Steel

See all the custom options  
at hortonambulance.com.
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DRIVEN TO SERVE. 
HORTON COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE

It only makes sense: A one-of-a-kind ambulance calls for  

one-of-a-kind support. Horton is there with warranties  

that deliver confidence and peace of mind. 

COMPETITIVE VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT FINANCING

REV Financial Services offers affordable and flexible financing  

at competitive rates. Customers can choose from a variety  

of financing options and flexible payment schedules.  

Discover more at revgroup.com/rev-financial-services.

BECAUSE WE KNOW YOU CAN’T SLOW DOWN. 

When you choose a high-performance ambulance, you expect high-

performance coverage—and results. By partnering with some of the best 

dealers in the nation, we have a shared investment to provide unmatched 

training, assistance and solutions at the speed you need to do your job. 

With Certified Emergency Vehicle Technicians on staff, our dealers receive 

Horton Training to continually improve their level of learning and service.    
One call to your Horton dealer takes care of it all, no matter the issue— 

even if it’s a supplier part. Thanks to this ongoing collaboration, a Horton  

ambulance is a high-yield investment long after you hit the road.  

Whatever the issue, your experienced Horton dealer will handle it.  

Whatever happens, we’re all here to help. TO LEARN MORE OR BUILD YOUR OWN, VISIT HORTONAMBULANCE.COM

508.695.7138 | www.GreenwoodEV.com




